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ABSTRACT
How does one best go about building actual gossip-based
protocols? Trying to answer this question has brought us to
address two preliminary questions, namely (1) what the in-
trinsics of such systems or protocols are, and (2) what kind
of applications would in the end be built on top of such
protocols. We address the ﬁrst question by arguing that
gossip-based protocols are all built following one and the
same pattern, and describing three building blocks which
we claim are used to support this recurrent pattern—most
notably a source of randomness. We validate these claims
by devising simpliﬁed versions of well-known protocols, in a
layered fashion, on top of a conceptual interface describing
these basic services. The second question is addressed by ar-
guing that gossip-based protocols exhibit some probabilistic
or imperfect ﬂavor (e.g., probabilistic or partial completion),
and by proposing to take such probabilistic behavior into ac-
count when devising interfaces for applications building on
top of gossip-based protocols. We argue for inherent support
for these probabilities in the programming model.
1. INTRODUCTION
Although gossip-based (or epidemics-style) approaches have
been already employed in many early distributed algorithms,
it is recently through the advent of large-scale and peer-to-
peer systems that gossip-based programming has become
popular.
An emblematic example of the use of gossip-based algo-
rithms is the robust and scalable propagation of informa-
tion in distributed systems [3]. A process that wishes to
disseminate a new piece of information to the system does
not send it to a server, or a cluster of servers, in charge of
forwarding it, but rather to a set of other peer processes,
chosen at random. In turn, each of these processes does
∗While the authors claim that gossip-based programming
may be equated to an “art”, they by no means pretend mas-
tery of that art.
the same, and also forwards the information to randomly
selected processes, and so forth.
The principle underlying this information dissemination tech-
nique mimics the spread of a rumour among humans via
gossiping or the spread of infectious diseases as epidemics;
hence the names gossip-based and epidemic dissemination
algorithms.
Once started, epidemics are hard to eradicate: a few people
infected by a contagious disease are able to spread it, directly
or indirectly, to a large population. Epidemics are resilient
to failures in the infection process. That is, even if many
infected people die before being able to transmit the disease,
or are immunised, the epidemic is still reliably propagated
over populations.
Gossip-based dissemination algorithms are simple and easy
to deploy. In addition to their attractive scalability promises,
they exhibit a very stable behaviour even in the presence of
a high rate of link and/or process failures. There is no single
point of failure and the reliability degrades gracefully with
the number of failures. A large amount of research has been
devoted to observing, analysing, and devising mathemati-
cal theories for epidemics. This are at the disposition of
designers of gossip-based algorithms
Applying the epidemic idea to disseminate information among
a large number of processes with a dynamic connection topol-
ogy is thus very appealing [15]. Not surprisingly, the use of
gossip-based algorithms has been explored in various other
potentially large-scale applications such as database replica-
tion [5], failure detection [22], data aggregation [11], resource
discovery and monitoring [21], or publish/subscribe [4].
But how does one best go about building actual gossip-based
protocols? Trying to answer this question has brought us
to address two preliminary questions, namely (1) what the
intrinsics of such systems or protocols are, and (2) what
kind of applications would in the end be built on top of
such protocols. We attempt to provide answers to these
questions in the following, before proposing corresponding
support for gossip-based programming and outlining ﬁrst
steps that could be used for corresponding research agendas.
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2. DEVELOPING GOSSIP-BASED
PROTOCOLS
In order to propose better support for gossip-based proto-
cols, we ﬁrst present a characterization of these protocols,
based (1) on a recurrent pattern underlying these protocols,
and (2) on basic services they require.
A recurrent pattern of gossip-based interaction
Based on our observation of existing gossip-based protocols
found in the literature and deployed, we conjecture that
all gossip-based protocols follow the same general interac-
tion pattern. Locally, an application performs the following
steps:
Upon the reception of an event (which can be a message
or the expiration of a timer), the process can:
1. query and/or modify its local neighborhood,
2. modify the event and/or generate a new event, and
3. select the neighbor(s) to send the event to.
One can argue that this pattern is generic enough to describe
the behavior of any distributed protocol, gossip-based or
not, or that, inversely, any distributed protocol can be refac-
tored to abide to this pattern. We believe that the intrinsics
of gossip-based protocols are manifest in the above pattern
in that, at least at this point, the local neighborhood is
neither assumed nor necessarily intended to be “complete”,
not even eventually. In addition, many gossip-based pro-
tocols are characterized by their non-determinism (notably
in neighbors selection when communication) and, often, by
their periodic operation.
Core services for gossip-based protocols
The crucial distinction to other distributed protocols crys-
talizes in combination with the following three building blocks,
which we claim to be underlying any gossip-based protocol:
(a) a source of randomness,
(b) a set of neighboring processes, and
(c) communication channels to these neighbors.
So far, the model is intentionally generic, in order to accom-
modate diﬀerent protocols and underlying services and in-
frastructures with varying semantics. For instance, the pre-
cise semantics of communication channels are not detailed
at this point, as they may vary according to the underlying
network etc. The most salient of these three building blocks
is the source of randomness. While not all protocols that
are referred to in the literature as gossip-based ones do in-
deed make explicit use of randomization, there are deﬁnitely
many typical examples of gossip-based protocols which do
involve explicit randomization. As a matter of fact, ran-
domness is key to the robustness and scalability of many
gossip-based protocols (e.g., [3, 10]). Non-determinism may
also “emerge” as a consequence of the impossibility of track-
ing all actions and reactions of a large set of nodes. In con-
trast to many deterministic protocols, gossip-based ones do
not attempt to bring perfect order and structure into the
system, not even evetually.
An API for gossip-based protocols
We have validated this model by deﬁning a minimal Applica-
tion Programming Interface (API) for these building blocks
and implementing higher level services in a layered man-
ner. We have also implemented several gossip-based pro-
tocols, notably: automatic neighbour management, gossip-
based broadcast following the Renyi-Erdo¨s graph model [6,
16], random walk [17], Gnutella search protocol [9], and CY-
CLON [23].
All our examples are presented as informal pseudo-code with
various simpliﬁcations to clarify the presentation. Actual
implementations are likely to be more involved. Yet, the
general principle will remain unchanged.
Interface 1 Randomness
1: fun random(range) : int  Returns a random number
The ﬁrst part of the API deals with randomness. It allows
algorithms to access a random number generator and “ﬂip
a coin”, as often required by algorithms with probabilistic
properties like the Ben-Or consensus algorithm [2].
Interface 2 Neighborhood
1: fun getNeighbors(nb) : peer list  Returns list of neighbors
2: fun addNeighbor(peer)  Add new neighbor
3: fun removeNeighbor(peer)  Remove neighbor
The second part of the API deals with peer neighborhood.
The neighborhood of a peer p is a list of other peers with
whom p is interested to work. It can be seen as a weak
version of a group-membership system, where the local view
only contains a subset of the system’s processes. To simplify
presentation, we assume that we can ask for a random sub-
set of a peer’s neighbors by calling getNeighbors with an
integer parameter specifying the size of the expected subset.
Interface 3 Communication
1: fun send(msg) to dest  Send message
2: fun addMsgHandler(msg, handler)  Call back upon message
3: fun addTimer(delay, handler)  Call back at given time
The ﬁnal part of the API deals of course with communi-
cations. A peer can send (non-atomically) a message to a
set of peers, receive a message from another peer, and call
a function after a given delay. All these operations are ob-
viously non-deterministic, as no guarantee is given on the
reliability of communication channels nor timers.
Illustration
We now convey our claims by illustrating how our minial
API can be used to construct well-known gossip-based proto-
cols. Note that the examples shown below have been chosen
to be representative of diﬀerent types of gossip-based pro-
tocols that use various services provided by the underlying
API, but they do not exhaustively cover the full spectrum
of gossip-based protocols.
Figure 1 provides an overview of the illustrated building
blocks, and how they can (the top-most components need
not be built on top of the third layer) be layered on top of
each other.
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Figure 1: Illustration of core services and APIs
The ﬁrst protocol that we consider implements automatic
neighbor management by replacing failed neighbors (see Al-
gorithm 4). We use timers to periodically send heartbeat
messages to our neighbors. When we detect that a neighbor
failed to send a heartbeat, we replace that neighbor by an-
other one discovered using a random walk (to be described
shortly). This protocol would typically be used in unstruc-
tured overlays to maintain a constant number of neighbors
per node.
Algorithm 4 Automatic Neighbor Management
1: addTimer(∆, Heartbeat)
2: addMsgHandler(PING, PingHandler)
3: function HeartBeat()
4: for all n ∈ GetNeighbors() do
5: if last[n] + TIMEOUT < Now() then  Ping not received
6: Failure(n)  Remove neighbor
7: else
8: send(PING) to n  Send new ping
9: end if
10: end for
11: addTimer(∆, Heartbeat)
12: end function
13: function PingHandler(n, msg)  Receive ping from n
14: if n ∈ GetNeighbors() then
15: last[n] ← Now()
16: end if
17: end function
18: function Failure(n)  Did not receive ping from n
19: removeNeighbor(n)
20: repeat  Find replacement neighbor
21: n ← RandomNode()  Use random walk
22: until n ∈ GetNeighbors()
23: addNeighbor(n)
24: end function
Our second example is a gossip-based broadcast that follows
the Renyi-Erdo¨s graph model [6, 16], in which each peer
that receives a message for the ﬁrst time forwards it to a
number of neighbors logarithmic in the network size (see
Algorithm 5). Note that there exist several approaches for
estimating the size of a dynamic network (e.g., [13, 18, 20]).
Algorithm 6 illustrates a random walk with a bounded dis-
tance. A counter in the message is decreased at each hop be-
fore the message is forwarded to a random neighbor. When
the counter becomes null, i.e., the walk ends, the originator
receives a notiﬁcation from the ﬁnal peer and replaces a ran-
dom neighbor by the peer discovered by the random walk.
Such a protocoal can be used to continuously reshuﬄe the
network.
Algorithm 5 Renyi-Erdo¨s
1: addMsgHandler(RENYI-ERDOS, Renyi-Erdos)
2: Received ← ∅
3: N ← ApproximateSystemSize()
4: function Renyi-Erdos(n,msg)  Receive msg from n
5: if msg ∈ Received then
6: send(RENYI-ERDOS, msg) to GetNeighbors(log(N))
7: Received ← Received ∪ {msg}
8: end if
9: end function
A simpliﬁed version of the Gnutella protocol [9] is shown in
Algorithm 7. A search is initiated by ﬂooding a region of the
network (using a degree and a diameter of 7). A peer that re-
ceives the query for the ﬁrst time searches its local database
and returns local matches, if any, to the neighbor that sent
the query. Hence, replies follow the reverse path of queries.
The originator of the search collects and prints replies. This
example illustrates how exceedingly gossip-based protocols
can provide powerful and sophisticated funtionality when
executed by a large number of nodes.
Algorithm 6 Random walk
1: addMsgHandler(WALK, Walk)
2: addMsgHandler(WALK-DONE, WalkDone)
3: function WalkStart(distance)  Start random walk
4: msg[hops] ← distance
5: msg[origin] ← p
6: msg[path] ← []
7: send(WALK, msg) to GetNeighbors(1)
8: end function
9: function Walk(n,msg)  Receive msg from n
10: hops ← msg[hops]
11: path ← msg[path]
12: hops ← hops− 1
13: path ← [path,self()]
14: msg[hops] ← hops
15: msg[path] ← path
16: if hops = 0 then
17: send(WALK-DONE, msg) to msg[origin]
18: else
19: send(WALK, msg) to GetNeighbors(1)
20: end if
21: end function
22: function WalkDone(n,msg)  Return from random walk
23: for all p ∈ msg[path] do
24: echo p
25: end for
26: if n ∈ GetNeighbors() then  Replace random neighbor
27: removeNeighbor(GetNeighbors(1))
28: addNeighbor(n)
29: end if
30: end function
Finally, Algorithm 8 illustrates the CYCLON protocol [23]
that periodically reshuﬄes the neighborhood of the peers.
Each peer p repeatedly initiates a neighbor exchange oper-
ation by (1) selecting a random subset of neighbors and a
random peer q from that subset; (2) replacing q by p in the
subset; (3) sending the subset to q; (4) receiving a subset of
q’s neighbors from q; and (5) updating p’s neighbors using
the subset received from q. Again, we observe that complex
functionality (when considerred from a global perspective)
can be implemented by remarkably simple gossip-based pro-
tocols.
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Although the set of gossip-based protocols used for illustra-
tion is far from exhaustive, it covers a wide range of epi-
demic behaviors and interaction patterns. This tends to
indicate that the core services identiﬁed could easily sup-
port other gossip-based protocols. One can easily construct
higher-level building blocks useful for a wide range of appli-
cations, such as a peer sampling service [14]. It is impor-
tant to consider that all the algorithms discussed here use a
source of randomness, which we believe is a distinguishing
feature of gossip-based algorithms.
Algorithm 7 Gnutella
1: addMsgHandler(QUERY, Query)
2: addMsgHandler(QUERY-DONE, QueryDone)
3: Received ← ∅
4: function QueryStart(query)  Send query through network
5: msg[ttl] ← 7
6: msg[origin] ← p
7: msg[query] ← query
8: msg[id] ← newGlobalID(p)
9: send(QUERY, msg) to GetNeighbors(7)
10: end function
11: function Query(n,msg)  Receive query from n
12: id ← msg[id]
13: if {id,−} ∈ Received then
14: Received ← Received ∪ {id, n}
15: ttl ← msg[ttl]
16: if ttl > 0 then
17: msg[ttl] ← ttl− 1
18: send(QUERY, msg) to GetNeighbors(7)
19: end if
20: query ← msg[query]
21: hits ← SELECT query FROM files
22: if hits = ∅ then
23: msg[result] ← hits
24: msg[server] ← p
25: send(QUERY-HIT, msg) to n
26: end if
27: end if
28: end function
29: function QueryDone(n,msg)  Return query hit
30: id ← msg[id]
31: if {id, ni} ∈ Received then
32: send(QUERY-HIT, msg) to ni
33: end if
34: if msg[id] = p then
35: echo msg[result] @ msg[server]
36: end if
37: end function
3. DEVELOPING GOSSIP-BASED
APPLICATIONS
No matter the precise reason for which gossip-based solu-
tions are employed—scalability, eﬃciency, reliability—their
non-deterministic nature ends up reﬂecting through prob-
abilistic guarantees and behavior. We advocate for mak-
ing this probabilistic nature explicit, rather than employing
gossip-based building blocks as if they provided determinis-
tic guarantees.
Employing probabilistic protocols
We view deterministic protocols as special cases of proba-
bilistic protocols. They just succeed with probability P = 1
or fail. We envision a system where probabilities are re-
ﬂected in the interface, i.e., primitives for distributed inter-
actions are parametrized with some probabilistic measures.
We distinguish two places in which these measures can ap-
pear, namely as (a) input values, and/or (b) output values.
Algorithm 8 CYCLON
1: addTimer(ShuffleStart(), 60s)
2: addMsgHandler(SHUFFLE, Shuffle)
3:  ← shuﬄe length
4: function ShuffleStart(query)  Start shuﬄing neighbors
5: peers ← GetNeighbors()
6: q ← Random(peers)
7: peers ← peers \ {q} ∪ {p}
8: msg[newpeers] ← peers
9: msg[origin] ← p
10: send(SHUFFLE, msg) to q
11: end function
12: function Shuffle(n,msg)  Receive shuﬄing request from n
13: new ← msg[newpeers]
14: origin ← msg[origin]
15: if origin = p then  This is the reply
16: old ← msg[oldpeers]
17: else  This is the request
18: old ← GetNeighbors()
19: msg[newpeers] ← new
20: msg[oldpeers] ← old
21: send(SHUFFLE, msg) to n
22: end if
23: new ← new \ {p}
24: for all ni ∈ new do
25: addNeighbor(ni)
26: end for
27: for all ni ∈ old do
28: if |GetNeighbors()| > MAX-DEGREE then
29: removeNeighbor(ni)
30: end if
31: end for
32: end function
More precisely, any primitive or operation triggering a gossip-
based protocol can beneﬁt from input values, which can be
used to characterize the expected or required quality of the
protocol result. Such values can help the protocol adjust
certain of its own parameters in an attempt to satisfy the
demand. Output values are the dual of input values; they
reﬂect the imperfect nature of gossip-based protocols by con-
veying feedback on the outcome of a gossip-based primitive,
e.g., an estimation of the outcome, or a lower bound on the
partial completion.
Take the example of a gossip based broadcast, where an in-
put probability speciﬁes a lower bound on the desired cover-
age ratio (say 50+%) or, alternatively, the probability that
all processes receive the message (cf. [8]). An example of
output “probability” in this case could consist in returning
information at a given point about the fraction of processes
known to have been reached by then in the former case, or
an estimation of the probability that all processes indeed re-
ceived the message in the latter case. As an alternative, one
could even imagine being continuously updated about the
quality of such “partial” results, and automatically trigger-
ing some action as soon as a desired or required threshold
is reached.
We conjecture that making probabilities explicit in the ap-
plication could also help developers embrace gossip-based
protocols. Classical probabilistic protocols behave well most
of the times, but there is always a chance that things turn
bad; we believe that such considerations are a hindrance to
a wider adoption of gossipping. Many applications can deal
with “imperfect” behavior given that the degree of imperfec-
tion is known or a lower bound can be guaranteed. For in-
stance, a distributed system may need to disseminate infor-
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Figure 2: Combining probabilistic components
mation such that a majority of the peers must be reached to
preserve consistency, but liveness is increased if more peers
receive the information.
Reasoning about probabilities
Several authors have described protocols with probabilis-
tic guarantees, and composed these. For instance, Eug-
ster has proposed in [7] a system built by successive lay-
ering of probabilistic components akin to the ones in Fig-
ure 1—communication channels with probabilistic transmis-
sion guarantees, probabilistic broadcast, and probabilistic
quorum replication (see Figure 2). An end application of
this stack is a distributed certiﬁcation authority. Proba-
bilistic speciﬁcations for each layer have been provided, il-
lustrating how a probabilistic property in a core component
leads to probabilistic properties of any component build on
top.
Composing probabilistic components
Can one develop inherent programming language support to
promote probabilistic input as well as output values? In the
context of program proving, several authors have proposed
foundations for reasoning also about probabilistic compo-
nents. McIver and Morgan [19] for instance introduce prob-
abilistic guarded commands and probabilistic loops as fun-
damental building blocks. Probabilities defy the traditional
way of reasoning about programs and proving their correct-
ness. In axiomatic semantics for instance, it is common
to work with Hoare-triples1 of the form {A}f{B}, where
a function or operation f may execute if its precondition A
holds, guaranteeing its postcondition B subsequently. If one
can prove that B implies C, where C is the precondition for
some second operation g, reasoning can be performed step-
wise in a scenario as the following:
{A}f{B}g{D}...
Suppose now f is part of a probabilistic protocol. In this
case, B will be satisﬁed with a probability only, or, if f
provides feedback on its success rate, B can be integrating
that rate, and a simple conditional branch can be used to
guard g.
Introducing inherent support for such branching for instance
only seems to make sense if all probabilistic components do
1Axiomatic semantics are sometimes also referred to as
Hoare-logic [12].
manifest input and output probabilities with the same se-
mantics. Given the wide variety of diﬀerent (probabilistic)
properties of existing protocols, we don’t think this path
can be straightforwardly pursued. In particular, only few
protocols provide output values, i.e., feedback on their com-
pletion.
Dealing with multiple outputs
The possibility of a probabilistic component yielding diﬀer-
ent outcomes in response to its invocation leads to the issue
of dealing with these multiple outputs. This situation is
reminiscent of exception handling mechanisms in program-
ming languages, in particular object-oriented ones. In ear-
lier languages without support for such exceptions, as in C,
diﬀerent outcomes of a function, including outcomes reﬂect-
ing errorenous states or failures, would simply be achieved
by returning speciﬁc values representing such states, for in-
stance simple integer values (e.g., -1 for an aborted opera-
tion). Inherent (static) support for exceptions in program-
ming languages such as Java have improved both readability
and safety of code with respect to such “design pattern”-like
approaches [1].
Programmers could strongly beneﬁt from similar support for
programming with probabilistic components, when provid-
ing information representing probabilistic output. Rather
than signallng a potential set of exceptions that a func-
tion can return, we foresee a set of probabilities that are
provided as part of the outcome of such a primitive. Such
probabilities can be returned alongside with a “classic” re-
turn value, or only in absence thereof; several of them can
be returned as outcome of the invocation of the probabilis-
tic component. We advocate for try... catch-like con-
structs to support safe branching based on diﬀerent out-
come scenarios. The conditions for such branching are then
application-deﬁned criteria based on the potentially multi-
ple output values (probabilities), for example representing
thresholds triggering diﬀerent subsequent behavior.
Encapsulating probabilistic behavior
In functional programming languages such as Haskell, mon-
ads [24] have been proposed as programming language con-
structs to separate the handling of exceptional outcomes
from the “common” execution (evaluation) path, and to
avoid “partial” computations if at some point along such
a path an exceptional state arises. Such computations are
considered to be side-eﬀects in this context. Monads have
been used to explicitly deal with such side-eﬀects by defer-
ring any computation until a “safe point”. I/O have been in
this sense modeled as desired side-eﬀects, which are however
also to become eﬀective only at precise points in time.
In the same sense, a monadic type system could allow for a
cleaner separation of pure logical functionality of a program
from its probabilistic, imperfect, nature. How such support
would exactly look, and how probabilistic behavior could be
expressed in it, requires however further investigation.
4. CONCLUSION
Gossip-based protocols are now important building stones in
large-scale decentralized systems, such as peer-to-peer net-
works. In this paper, we presented two important aspects
in programming such gossip-based protocols.
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First, we proposed a very simple low-level interface, suﬀ-
isant enough to write gossip-based protocols. Although this
interface might appear standard in distributed systems, one
of its key features is the inheritent randomness and non-
determinism of its primitives: indeed, more than other pro-
tocols, gossip-based protocols must deal with a very small
knowledge of the system and very weak assumptions on the
reliability of its components (communication channels and
hosts), requiring to use a large amount of probabilistic oper-
ations. Through multiple examples, we showed that this in-
terface can express well-known gossip-based protocols, from
the simplest ones to more complicated ones.
Finally, we claimed at a higher-level that functionalities im-
plemented over gossip-based protocols should be able to pro-
vide either the user or the system with probabilities of suc-
cess. This favors the design of a language with “probabilistic
primitives”, where programs with underlying probabilities
would be easy to develop and reason about. Such programs
would be good candidates to manage and use gossip-based
protocols and functionalities.
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